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•TELL THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE l\FRAID." 
Eastern Illinois University, Charleston 
CAMPUS I HOMECOMING 
ou.rt is crowned 
1J I . llacUtt 
Staff Reporter 
Four years ago ycsccnb.y 
Pacrick Sweeney was crowned 
Homecoming King ar his high 
school. Lasr nighr, he was crowned 
Homecoming King at Eastern. 
"He won Homecoming King 
in high school exactly fow years 
ago today," said Sweeney's mom, 
Margaret Sweeney. 
•1 am completdy ovcrwhdmed 
and so excited," said Sweeney, a 
senior English education major and 
a member of Ddta Tau D elta. 
He said he believes "the people 
who represent Eastern and this 
campus arc all amazing, and I am 
incredibly proud to be a pan of it 
all." 
The 2006 Homecoming 
Coronation took place at 7 p.m., 
Monday. in Lantz Arena and started 
the week. off with a roar - literally. 
The theme was Happy Days, and 
classic music and vintage scenery 
wdcomcd hundccds of attendees 
ii.) Lhey cnccrcd. Admission wa.s 
$2 and all proceeds were given to 
charity. 
As Student Body President Sean 
Anderson wdcomed everyone, he 
explained how EIU Homecoming 
week "is one filled with cradicion." 
After his speech, the crowd 
responded with massive applause 
and cheering. 
During the incroduction of 
Senior King and Queen (candidates 
chosen from Charleston's Rehab 
Health Care Ccncer), the audience 
could noc hdp buc express ics 
admiration in unison by sighing 
"awww" as they were introduced. 
Elmo O linger was pronounced 
Senior King and said he was "very 
happy to be (there)." 
Olinger ancnded Eascern for rwo 
H SEE COUIT, PAGE 1 
CA111E llOWS 1 TIE DAILY EASlEll IEIS 
Patrick Sweeney, a senior secondary education major, and Shannon Harper, a senior communications major, 
were named Homecoming King and Queen on Monday evening in Lantz Arena. 
Ethanol's good open to debate (Alll\J5 
............. c.... 
............ " ........ 
II Eastern'S newest bulclng wl have 
more lhan 200,000 square feet of 
space when it is hi/ done in lhe Fal 
of 2007. 
Editor's Note: This is the second 
article in a five-part series regarding 
ethanol and its potential as a fuel 
alternative. A proposed ethanol plant 
in Charleston has made the topic an 
important issue in Coles County. 
David Pimenccl just wanes co sec 
the proverbial books and make swe 
they arc balanced. 
Pimcncd, a professor of ecology 
and agriculcwal sciences at Cornell 
University, is ac the forefront of 
a debate on whecher alternative 
fuels can rcally allcviat.: America's 
dependence on foreign oil. 
"lf you're going to replace oil 
with ethanol, you would like co 
know when you're doing chis that 
you're getting a positive return in 
the ethanol for the oil and other 
inputs you invest; Pimentd said. 
The frontrunner in the 
alrernative fuel search is ethanol, 
a liquid fud alternative produced 
from renewable sowccs such as 
corn and switch grass. 
However, researchers disagree 
about the bendic and practicaliry of 
using ethanol to replace fuel. 
Pimentel is one of the researchers 
whose srudies have found thac the 
production o.f ethanol actually 
causes a loss of energy. 
Pimcnccl's srudy, which 
was conducted in 2005 and 
cites rwo U.S. Dcpamnenc of 
Energy srudies from the 1980s 
as evidence co supporc his claim, 
said that the conversion of corn to 
ethanol requires 29 percent more 
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Hollywood 
values to be 
questioned, 
defended 
Hollywood has declared war on 
America. 




Audito r ium 
to discuss the 
perceived war 
on values thar 
comes from Daaa Gire 
Tmsletowo. President of the 
A n d r e w Chicago Film Critics 
Rodgers, the Association 
director of 
the River 








the president Alldrew Rodprs 
ofcheChiaign n. ect of the Rive 
Film Critics "'r or . . r 
A . . Run International Rim ssoc1at1on Fest' al 
will discuss IV 
this perceived 
war at a panel discussion. 
"Ir's unique co have three 
people from chis department in 
the entertainment induscry," said 
journalism professor Brian Poulter. 
Ryan, Rogers hold jownalism 
degrees from Eastern, and Gire was 
editor in chief of the Daily Eastan 
News in 1974. 
"It's nice co have alwos who 
have been successful in this area 
and obviously the whole question 
of how Hollywood affeccs society is 
a burning issue that shoUld make 
for an interesting discussion," said 
Jownalism Department Chair 
James Tidwcll. 
H SH llOllYWOOD, PAGE t 
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II Lori &men's squad is redng 
as they hope to Mid a winless 
mderence season. 
They are arrently on their longest 
lasing streak SinCe Joi*'9 Division 1 
vokybal~. 
SPanS 
..... ..... ~ ........ , 
.... ............. ..., 
• Eastern drops to No. 17 in the 
1-M pols, but lnl'f have to worry 
about qns to both lnebackef' Lucius 




UNIVERSITY I FACULTY SENATE 
Task force imagines 
smoke-free campus 
Research and Activity Focus Group 
to present report of a campus in 
which cigarettes are prohibited 
JOHN STIMAC I FACULTY SENATE RECORDER 
"Two outcomes from their 
focus group was that By Jess Kinsella 
Staff Reporter 
Members of the Tobacco Task Force and Research 
and Creative Activicy Focus Group will speak ac today's 
Faculcy Senate meeting. 
Eastern could distinguish 
itself from other programs 
by emphasizing the 
integration we do between 
research/ creative activities 
and education and our 
collaboration between faculty 
and students." 
Eric Davidson, director of the Health Education 
Resource Center; Bryan Miller, associate professor of 
biology; and Graduate Assistant Chris Stanfield will 
present their "smoke-free campus" report, as a part of 
their Tobacco Task Force work. 
The report was completed as pare of their work on 
the Tobacco Task Force, said John Stimac, geology/ 
geography professor and recorder for the Faculcy 
Senate. 
The goal of the group is to look at Eastem's tobacco 
policies and suggest ways to modify them in order 
to create a healthier environment, said Gary Bulla, 
associate professor of biology. 
The group researches ways in which professors 
of different departments use creative and research 
activities. 
After a student survey that rook place lase year, the 
TI'S will suggest a new tobacco policy co the senate, 
Bulla said. 
For example, the group studies the ways in which an 
arc professor would paint for a class or how professors 
in the science deparrment use research activities ro 
gather information, Cllesnuc said. 
Bob Chesfiuc, direetor of research and sponsored 
programs, along with senate member Lynn Curry will 
presenr a report about Eascern's research and creative 
activities. 
"Two outcomes &om their focus group was chat 
Eastern could distinguish itself from ocher programs by 
emphasizing the integration we do between research/ 
creative activities and education and our collaboration 
between faculcy and student," Stimac said. The group scarred informally, but one of the 
recommendations has been to make a permanent group 
on campus, Chesnut said. 
The senate meets today ar 2 p.m. in the Booth 
Library Conference Room 4440. 
UNIVERSITY I EDUCATION 
First education research 
fair spotlights students 
Nine students to 
present research, four 
best to be chosen for 
event in Chicago 
By Ashley Rueff 
Senior University Reporter 
Eastern will hose che first 
undergraduate research fair for 
education in the Midwest conighr 
in Buzzard auditorium. 
Beginning ar 6 p.m., nine 
education students will present 
research papers from cheir 
philosophy and history of education 
courses. 
Six judges will choose four 
students co move ahead and 
present their papers to the Midwest 
Philosophy of Education Sociecy 
Nov. I I ac the National-Louis 
Universicy in Chicago. 
"Lee's show the world what 
we're doing," said Gus Albear, 
assistant professor for the secondary 
education and foundacions 
department and project direccor of 
the fair. 
This is the first time this cype 
of education research fair has been 
held ac Eastern and at a Midwest 
universicy for char matter, Albear 
said. 
. "WC' re seeing chat we are leading 
GUS ALBEAR I PROJECT DIRECTOR OF THE FAIR 
"(Education students) should have a 
venue available to demonstrate the 
type of research they're doing. We have 
undergraduate research at Eastern, 
but most of it has been focused on the 
sciences." 
the way in a sense," he said. 
Along with presenting four 
research papers ac the Midwest 
Philosophy of Educacion Sociecy 
conference, Eastern has also been 
asked co host a pand discussion 
abouc undergraduate research fairs 
in education because of the school's 
experience. 
"(Education scudencs) 
should have a venue available co 
demonstrate the type of research 
they're doing," Albear said. "We 
have undergraduate research ar 
Eastern, but most of it has been 
focused on the saiences." 
Bur research is needed to expand 
any field of learning. 
"There's not a discipline that 
will grow without research," Albear 
said. 
"We wane students to critically 
look at the field and come up with 
their own ideas in chis complex job 
we have ro do." 
The research fair is mainly based 
in the department of secondary 
education and foundations, but 
Albear hopes it will expand co the 
ocher eight departments of the 
School of Education with future 
fairs. 
"This event will allow srudencs 
to see what their peers are studying 
and they might decide co pursue a 
similar research copic," said Diane 
Jackman, dean of the College 
of Education and Professional 
Studies. 
Presentations will take place in 
cwo segments ac 6 p.m. and 7:30 
p.m. 
The music deparnnenc will 
perform and the fair will end 
with poster sessions and 
refreshments. 
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CAMPUS I DOUDNA FINE ARTS CENTER 
Inside Doudna 
Eastern works toward 
Fall Z007 opening 
for new building as 
construction continues 
BJ Ashley Rueff 
Senior University Reporter 
The Doudna Hne Aru 
Ccncer will be a representation 
of the creativicy ic houses when 
the building is compleced next 
fall. 
A theme of copper and glass will 
coat the oucsidc as well as spread 
through the 269,380 square-feet of 
the building. 
"One of the things I've said 
all along is that this building is a 
work of arr," said Eastern President 
Lou Hencken in his hardhat as he 
coured the building Monday 
morning. 
Architecc Antoine Prcdock 
who designed the building won 
the 2006 American Institute of 
Architecrs Gold Medal for his work, 
including that of the fine arts 
center. 
"The way that we're using 
light and glass is very unique in 
this building," said Jim Johnson, 
dean of the College of Aru and 
Humanities. 
The glass design element is so 
dominant that one ponion of Lhe 
building has been identified as "the 
red zone" in building plans for the 
red glass that will be used to cover 
two slanting walls extending 40 feet 
from top to boccom. 
In another portion of the second 
level of the building, the design 
allows a view through a glass waJI 
and into the concourse with walls 
of different types of glass 
that extends through the 
building. 
ul don't think you can probably 
find anything else in the immediate 
area that is equal to (this building)," 
Johnson said. 
The theater deparanent will 
include three performance areas, one 
incased in black glass representing 
the theater term "black box.~ 
The other two performance 
areas are a movement studio and a 
main stage that will seat 250 to 275 
people. 
There are also performance 
courcyards incorporated into the 
plan. 
Bur thats not all. 
Move co the music wing of 
the building where there are two 
performance halls and mulriple 
rehearsal halls. 
"Now that we have different 
venues, it'll give us a lot more 
Rexibilicy in what we plan and what 
we do," Hencken said. 
The universicy plans co have 
both Eascern students and oucside 
performers use the building for 
shows and concern. 
Besides the surplus of space, the 
building will also include srate-of-
the-art technology. 
The rehearsal hall will include 
recording technology and acoustic 
designs to coma.in all sound within 
the room. 
Monday, workers began a 
project to lift part of a concrete floor 
two-inches to improve acoustics. 
"It's generated a lot of interest," 
said Rex Hilligoss, project manager. 
The building will also house 
most of the film academia at 
Eastern, which could include a new 
film studies minor. 
"Every studenc will probably 
have a class in here," Hencken 
said, because the building will 
house many general education 
courses. 
Currently the construction 
should be complete around next 
November, with classes being 
offered in the spring semester, 
Hencken said. 
While a lot of the building is 
already enclosed, not all of it will be 
bywincer. 
"The more tbat they can get 
enclosed, the better they're going to 
be," Hencken said. 
On an average day, there are 
probably 80 to 100 people working 
on the building, said Steve Shrake, 
Eastern's design and construction 
manager. 
The number could increase as 
the building progresses. 
While everyone is looking 
forward to the completion of the 
building, there's still one issue the 
universicy will be worrying about: 
power bills. 
"When we make our budget 
presentation next year co the 





stands on what will be 
the proscenium stage 
in Doudna Fine Arts 
Center on Monday 
afternoon. 
Right: A group of 
construction workers 
move wire on Monday 
afternoon in what will 
be an area for art 
studios in Doudna. 
(Illinois) boardofhigher 
education, we will take pictures of 
this building," Hencken said. 
The size means dectric and 
maintenance expenses will be high. 
While the building is big, 
Jeffrey Lynch, associate dean of the 
College of Aru and Humanities, 
docs not think it will be hard to 
navigate. 
"I don't think anybody wiU gee 
lost, but I do think they will want to 
wander," Lynch said. "It will clearly 
be the finest fine arcs center in the 
state of Illinois." 
. . 
Free Flu Shots and Prizes 
n Eastern's Health Service will be 
giving free flu shots to students today 
at Carman Hall. Ru shots will be offered 
between 4 p.m. and 6 p.m. in the 
Carman Hall lob!Yj 
Prizes will be given away to 
students, including MP3 players and 
gift certificates. 
Will Rogers Movie Night 
» Movie night tonight at the 
Will Rogers Theater at 7 p.m. The 
Homecoming commitee will be showing 
"E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial" and "The 
Goonies" for free. 
Alumni Awards Dinner 
» The Alumni will hold an awards 
dinner on Saturday. 
Wednesday is the last day for 
students, faculty and staff to purchase 
tickets to the Alumni Awards dinner 
on Saturday. The evening starts with a 
social hour at 6 p.m .. with dinner being 
served at 7 p.m. 
For more information contact the 
Alumni Association at 581 -6616. 
TODAY 
Student Recital 
Time I 2 p.m. 
Location I McAfee North Auditorium 
Price I Free 
Faculty Senate Meeting 
Time I 2-4 p.m. 
Location I Booth Library Conference 
Room 4440 
More info I 581-6615 
Fun and Games Picnic 
Time I 4 p.m. 
Location I South Quad 
More info I 581-3829 
Who's Campus Anyway? Booth Library 
Free Movie Event 
Time I 7 p.m. 
Location I Booth Library Room 4440 
More info I 581 -6072 
EIU Jazz Combos Concert 
Time I 7:30 p.m. 
Locwon I Grand Ballroom 
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union 
Price I Free 
COMMENTS I CORREmoNS I 
EVENTS 
To report any errors, local events or 
general suggestions for future editions 
please contact our news editor, Saro 
WlilttleJ, via: 
Phone I 581-7942, 
E-mail I DEN•ewadesk@gmail.co111 
Office visit I 1811 Buzzard Hall . 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Union wants 
mediation 
Bob Wayland, chief negociacor for 
the administration, was quored in 
Thursday's paper as saying that he's 
"never seen rallies designed ro disrupt 
the mediation process." 
He still hasn't. 'lhe faculry and 
academic support scaff union rallied 
Wednesday noc ro disrupc mediation, 
bur ro support ic. 
Why would we wam to disrupt 
mediation? We're the ones who've 
been working without a contract 
throughout the fall semester. We're the 
ones whose pay raises arc held hoscage 
while negotiations drag on. We're the 
ones waiting ro be convinced char the 
administration believes we deserve cost-
of-living increases that keep pace with 
inflation - and char we deserve not co 
wait all year for chem. 
Make no mistake - the union has 
no interest in slowing down mediation. 
We wane a fair contract, and we wane ic 
now. 




Monday's edirorial on the Universiry 
Board's plan co bring a large-name band 
co campus really nailed the issue on the 
head. 
However, it appears that the UB 
continues co neglect the meekest of 
musical performers - local bands. 
Compared co the larger concerrs held by 
the UB, shows featuring local amactions 
are excrcmcly low budget. 
Local bands will work for lictlc ro 
no pay, hoping just for the exposure co 
build their fan base. They do nor require 
a massive venue such as Lann Arena, 
but instead rely on a smaller, more 
intimate gathering. 
There is a world of difference 
becwecn the music scenes here at ElU 
and our neighbors ro the north, the 
Univcrsiry oflllinois. U ofl not only 
provides a plethora of musical venues for 
performances, bur the college irself goes 
as far as co offer its own record label. 
EIU could cake a page or two our of the 
book of U of I. 
By providing support to local bands, 
EIU will help ro remove char "rniddl.c-
of-nowhcre" feeling some students feel 
Charlescon possesses. I am a member of 
a local band chat is willing co play any 
show, anywhere, any time. However, 
I wouldn't mind if chose shows were 
in Charlesron for a change. I'm sure 
the unspoken musical communiry of 
Easrem Illinois Universiry will agree 
with me. 
Brandon Wall I Sophomore 
SEND US YOUR OPINIONS 
Email I DENopinion@gmail.com 
Mail I 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 
61920 
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DRAWN FROM THE NEWS I RICH LAKEBERG 
COWMNIST I MICHAEL KLEEN 
TV commentators 
provoke extremism 
In our digital age the 24-hour news 
ncrworks (FOX, CNN, MSNBC) have 
come to dominate how Americans sec their 
own country and the world. 
Through the filrer of pundits and 
commentacors, rhc information you sec 24 
hours a day is disseminated by a select few. 
Unforcunaccly, rational discussion or 
objective reporting is not in chc personal or 
financial inrcresrs of chose few. 
Under the guise of"opinion," 
commentators like Glenn Beck, Bill 
O'Reilly, and Nancy Grace compcre co whip 
up the public into a frenzy of outrage, thus 
increasing their number of vicwerS and their 
ad revenue. 
That oucragc has consequences. 
Aside from making our newscasters 
appear insane to the outside world, the 
pundit's vitriolic statements push public 
opinion to the extreme, regardless of their 
political persuasion. 
When Nancy Grace, a former prosecutor 
who the Georgia Supreme Court once 
admonished for "her disregard of the 
notions of due process and fairness," screams 
on nationally broadcast television chat an 
accused person is guilry of a crime months 
before the trial gees under way, justice seems 
co be tossed out the window. 
Or when Glenn Beck declares World 
War III is upon us, suggest$ char if Islamic 
fundamentalists cake over in the Middle 
Ease "we're going to have co nuke rhe whole 
place," and "that's the only way co defeat 
extreme evil, to wipe ic our completely," he 
clearly encourages the public to adopt rhe 
very extremist actirude he feels so repulsed 
by. 
Or when Bill O'Reilly states that the 
"forces of secularism" will "dcsuoy America 
as we know ic," and chat rhe ACLU is the 
most dangerous organization in the United 
FEATURED BLOGGER I NORA MABERRY 
Scates, he is attacking both reason and an 
important protector of our civil liberties. 
Millions of people in the United Scares 
rely on these news nerworks for information, 
giving the pundits powerful podiums with 
which to spread their personal views. 
Instead of using chose podiums co 
encourage rca~oned discussion, discourse, 
and rational decision making, they ram and 
rave against all kinds of perceived injustices 
without any regard for the consequences of 
their words. 
Unlike what Glenn Beck said on hi~ 
radio show on August 10, we do nor need 
to be "the first ones in rhc recruicmcnc office 
lining up co shoot rhe bad Muslims in the 
head." 
We need co calm down and stop 
reporting char the world is coming to an 
end, thac danger lurks in every comer, 
chat our children shouldn't leave the house 
anymore and that our justice system is 
failing because it gives people rights. 
We need reasonable people on rhe 24-
hour news networks rhac call for reasonable 
solutions. 
I hope chat one day those who use cable 
rclevision co urge the public co cake extreme 
measures are hdd accountable if chose 
measure$ arc taken. 
Michael 
Kleen 
Michael Kleen is a history graduate student. 
He can be reached at ma.llleen@eiu.edu. 
"h would be impossible to be happy and 
healthy in a school where some of your 




Wirh the renovating of rhe former 
Wendy's building imo a Niro's Gyros, 
chc idea of expansion and new 
beginnings has returned ro Charleston. 
Though there arc buildings still 
vacant on Lincoln Avenue, Charleston 
has improved economically compared 
to five years ago, as Mayor John Inyart 
mentioned in Wednesday's article in 7he 
Daily Eastern News. 
Wendy's closed down as a result of 
money problems of its parent company, 
said WenA.mcrica officials. 
Wendy's officially terminated their 
contract with WenAmcrica on Sept. l, 
before rhe company filed for bankruptcy, 
meaning Wendy's is nor required co 
supply the restaurants char are under 
WenAtncrica control. The action 
came after WenAmcrica was forced co 
shuc down 22 of ics 51 restaurants in 
Illinois and Missouri, another article in 
Wednesday's paper explained. 
The Niro's Gyros chain has moved 
in quickJy and efficiently, and Inyart 
poinccd ro the possibiliry of a drive-up 
pharmacy also bringing irs business to 
Charlesron. 
The issue of studenr satisfaction is 
brought up ac Eastern in regard co area 
businesses. 
Scudencs arc likely to call for scores 
and businesses chat arc likely co thrive 
in a more urban area. Wirh so many 
Eastern srudcnts from lhe Chicago 
and Sr. Louis areas, these requests arc 
understandable. 
However, like any comparisons 
between Charleston and Chicago would 
require, one muse realize the many 
differences in environmenr. 
Charleston is nor jusc a "college 
cown." 
Of the more than 21,000 people who 
live in Charleston, including Easrern 
scudencs, more rhan half of chose arc 
year-round residents. Easrem's 12,000 
students are here only nine months 
of the year. This means two things for 
Charleston's abiliry co bring in students' 
"big business" interests such as Best Buy, 
Target or Su.rbucks. 
First, more than half of rhe 
Charleston population may not be 
inceresred in the same businesses char 
college srudencs arc and vice versa. 
For example, members of rhc non-
scudent population would likdy use chc 
prospective drive-up pharmacy more 
often than Eastern students who have 
access to Health Services. 
Second, as Inyart also pointed out, 
Charleston cannot support businesses 
mea.nr for a more urban area because 
they would likely sec a drastic drop in 
business during summer months. 
So what docs chis mean for students? 
Ir means chat the businesses char can 
thrive in Ch.arlescon arc depcndcnc 
on rhc economy and population of 
Charlcsron. It has nothing co do with 
rhc ciry holding a grudge against college 
srudencs or Charleston residents wanting 
co make Charlescon less fun or urban 
than home. These arc misconceptions 
chat many srudcnrs have. 
These arguments bring co mind the 
old "apples and oranges" analogy. 
There are many factors involved, 
bur the bottom line is thac Charleston 
will nor house rhc same businesses 
chat Chicago or Sc. Louis do because 
the economy and population do not 
suppon it. Srudcnu 5hould reali:z.e that 
Charleston is prospering and improving 
it5 business, but it will always go about 
doing that in a different way than 'ocher 
areas will. 
Charleston is nor "the ciry." Srop 
expecting it co be. 
The editorial is the majority opinion of 
The Daily Eastern News editorial board. 
Reach the Opinions editor at 
, DENopinions@g111ail.com . 
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CITY I CELL PHONE LAW 
Governor looking to erase phone charges 
Proposed law would prohibit additional 
compliance, administrative fees 
By Kevin Kenealy 
Mlle Reporter 
Gov. Rod Blagojevich incroduced legislation chat would 
force cell phone companies to be honest about their coses. 
According co a Blagojevich press rdease, cdl phones are 
the number one source of consumer complaints and if the 
legislation was pas.~ed, Illinois would become the first state to 
prohibit regulatory charges on the companies' bills. 
The legislation would scop whac che governor's office 
refers to as 'phony fees,' such as regulatory compliance fees, 
administrative charges or regulatory cost recovery fees. 
Governor's press secretary Gerardo Cardenas said there 
is a problem with different kinds of disciplinary/regulatory 
charges on any cell phone bill. 
"The bill wo4ld normally be 60-70 bucks a month and 
ends up being $80; chat's noc what's supposed to happen," 
Cardenas said. 
Cell phone rates aren't regulated according co federal law, 
buc a recent courc ruling has said chac Scates have the authority 
co protect consumers from unfu.ir billing practices. 
Although the charges only cost customers abouc a $1 a 
month for each 'phony fee,' the surcharges supposedly cost 
lllinois' consumers $127 million a year. 
The new legislarion, introduced to the general assembly on 
Sepe. 27, will require cell phone companies to still include 
their normal fees, just without adding on extra fees chat are 
masked as taxes or federal cost fees. 
"We wane cell phone companies to provide a proof in 
billing,~ Cardenas said. "If you look at any cell phone bill, the 
amount they charge over the month and years is money they're 
taking away from cuscomers wichour celling chem abouc it." 
However, not all cell phone companies understand the new 
legislation. Carolyn 5chamburger, spokesperson for Verizon 
Wireless does not see why the governor is fussing abouc 
Verizon's $.40 a month administrative charge or cheir $.05 a 
month regulatory charge. 
"I have no idea why [they would be worrying about it)," 
Schamburger said. 
In fa.ct, Schamburger has said chry would be very willing 
co work with the government co prevent new taxes, would 
welcome imposition co surcharges and would like co conrinue 
their dedication to Illinois consumers. 
CAMPUS I HOMECOMING 
ERK HILTiml I THE DAILY EASTERN llEWS 
Robin Sykes, a sophomore pre-med major, talks on her cell phone Monday afternoon while ordering coffee at the Java B 
& B at the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. Gov. Rod Blagojevich introduced legislation trying to prohibit regulatory 
charges showing up on cell phone bills. 
Unlike the governor's view, Schamburger has said Verizon 
Wireless is very pro-consumer and has said the company is 
1he cheapest in their charges. 
"The FCC (Federal Communications Commission) has 
mandated what we can legally charge and thac helps the 
company build and upgrade its wireless network in Illinois 
and across r:he counrry," Schamburger said. 
A manager at Cingular. however, said he didn'c have a direct 
response to che new legislacion and said there is only so much 
information he can give ouc if not calking about a specific 
account. The governor has also has urged the Federal Trade 
Commission and the FCC to push cell phone companies imo 
developing dfecrive ways co complerely delete a customer's 
information. 
In his letter co rhe chairperson of the FTC, Deborah Platt 
Majores and chairman of the FCC. Kevin J. Marcin, Gov. 
Blagojcvich said recent reports indicate chat when a cell phone's 
memory is erased, sensitive information chac's supposed co be 
dcleced can be easily restored. 
Cardenas said r:hac the governor wanes the federal 
government co require effective ways co discard customer's 
information and chat che main idea is to procecc against 
identity theft from lose or stolen cell phones. 
"Thar's our main concern, so someone can't retrieve a social 
security number, an address," Cardenas said. 
In response, Schamburger has said thar Verizon Wireless 
has a long crack record of being pro-consumer. Both of the 
governor's plans, however, are not official as of yec. 
Egg· toss, tugs among 'fun games' activities 
By Cleopatra R. Watson 
Stall Correspondent 
Homecoming has arrived ac Eastern with 
enthusiasm and games co acuacr participation 
from the Greeks, Recognized Srudem 
Organizations and students who live in the 
residence halls. 
"" • ~ -- _t. 
WE DELIVER! 
Best Chicago-style 
Chinese food in town 
Mon: 4pm-9pm 
Tues - Thurs: 11 am-9pm 
Fri & Sat: 11 am-1 Opm 
Sun: 11am-9pm 
348-1232 
1140 Lincoln Ave. 
Coordinator of "Fun Games," which is 
coday ac 4 p.m. in the South Quad, is Sharcse 
Shannon a graduace adviser. 
"I want students co come ouc and 
parcicipate and have camaraderie, srudcnts 
on the homecoming committee have been 
working very hard co organize these events 
for this week since April of lase semester" 
Shannon said. 
AJI parricipams of "Fun Games" muse: 
Check-in from 3 to 3:45 p.m., sign a liability 
waiver and present their panther cards. 
"Compecicion between different 
organizations is co receive points for the 
candidates representing cheir organization on 
homecoming courc," Shannon said. 
The event will include an egg toss, a balloon 
surprise game and a rugs competition. 
"The egg and spoon rday is my race so 
look ouc," said Homecoming queen candidate 
Scarr Campbdl. 
"Fun Games" will also provide free food co 
participants, said Homecoming Chair Jessica 
Henson. 
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Man charged with murder 
waives extradition to Iowa 
» QUINCY A 22-year-old man accused 
of shooting to death his parents and 
three teenage sisters waived extradition 
Monday and will return to Iowa to face 
murder charges. 
Shawn Bentler, his arms and legs 
shackled, appeared in an Adams County 
courtroom Monday for a brief hearing; 
he was picked up in the afternoon 
by the Van Buren County Sheriff's 
Department and the Iowa Division of 
investigation. 
The victims were found early 
Saturday morning in their home near 
Bonaparte, Iowa, about 60 miles 
northwest of Quincy. They were 
identified as Michael Bentler, 53; his 
wife, Sandra, 47; and their daughters 
Sheena, 17; Shelby, 15; and Shayne, 
14. 
Shawn Bentler w~ arrested later 
that morning in Quincy, where he lived. 
He was charged in Iowa With five 
counts of first-degree murder. 
Woman who survived fall from 
tower released from hospital 
» CHICAGO- A California woman 
who survived a seven-story fall from a 
Chicago public housing tower has been 
released from the hospital after a four-
month stay. 
Christina Eilman, 21. flew to the 
Sacramento area with her parents after 
being released from the Rehabilitation 
Institute of Chicago on Tuesday, said 
the family's lawyer, Jeff Singer. Eilman 
suffered severe brain trauma in the 
May 8 fall and cannot walk, but has 
made progress recently, Singer said. 
The circumstances of Eilman's fall are 
the focus of an internal investigation 
by the Chicago Police Department and 
a $100 million federal lawsuit against 
the city. Eilman's parents allege police 
knew Eilman was mentally ill soon after 
arresting her on a train platform at 
Midway International Airport on May 7. 
Governor, Quinn oppose 
electric rate increases 
CHICAGO - Le. Gov. Pat 
Quinn says instead of increasing 
eleccric races co help power 
compa make ends meet, utility 
official ould tighten cheir own 
belcs. 
Electric races have been frozen 
since 1997, buc that freeze is 
scheduled to end Jan. 1. 
A recent power auction among 
companies determined customers 
will pay an average from 22 percent 
to 55 percent more for electricity. 
ComEd officials have said rhey 
will lose about $1.4 billion and face 
possible bankruptcy if there is no 
rate increase. 
Sc. Louis-based Ameren has 
warned that if races scay frozen, 
officials will have to cut one-quarter 
of the company's work force, 
hundreds of contractors and projects 
that improve service reliability. 
Bue Quinn blamed the increase 
on "inflated egos with inflated 
salaries." 
"It's hard to get a violin out for 
anyone who makes $27 million," 
Quinn said, referring to the annual 
compensation package of Exelon 
CEO John W. Rowe. ComEd is a 
division of Exelon. 
"They should tighten their 
own bdt," he said Sunday 
oucside Exelon's Chicago 
headquarters. 
Exelon spokesman Thomas 
Stevens said Quinn's complaincs 
about executive salaries were 
"misleading." 
"Exelon senior executive salaries 
are paid by Exelon shareholders, not 
CornEd customers," Stevens said 
in a statement. ComEd's board of 
directors sec executives' salaries "to 
attract and retain industry leaders 
so that the company can continue 
co ddiver to customers the reliable 
service they expect," he said. 
Quinn, who has urged Illinoisans 
to fighc che increase, also said 
he wanes the Illinois Commerce 
Commission co investigate the 
compensation of Rowe and four 
other ComEd/Exclon cop execs 
who he said received packages of 
$2. 7 million to $7 million last year. 
Quinn spokeswoman Elizabeth 
Austin said Monday char his office 
was preparing a formal request that 
will be submitted to che ICC. 
The commission, which oversees 
utilitics, could not comment on 
Quinn's request. 
But spokeswoman Beth Bosch 
said Monday that the ICC docs not 
regulate Exelon, only its CornEd 
subsidiary. 
Ac a separate appearance 
in Chicago Sunday, Gov. Rod 
Blagojevich reiterated that he would 
call a special session of che Illinois 
General Assembly to extend the 
rate freeze "just as soon as we have 
the votes in both chambers and can 
gee legislators to call the bills." 
He said the auction process was 
"a backdoor way of crying to gee a 
race increase." 
ComEd serves 3.7 million 
customers across northern Illinois, 
while Ameren serves 1.2 million 
customers in southern and central 
Illinois. 
At 93, confessed 'alley rat' tends garden 
ZION - At an age when most 
men would call it quits, William E. 
Jackson, 93, is still going cough and 
strong. 
He still tinkers and is adding 
one thing after another to his yard 
in Zion. He has transformed the 
yard into a fantasy land with dozens 
of bird houses that could only have 
been made with quirky imagination 
and considerable ingenuity. There 
is one made with a roller skate, 
another a boot, still another with a 
mail box. 
Not just bird houses, his yard 
is chock full of other playchings. 
Several dog scarucs sit ac the 
entrance, accompanied by a huge 
Teddy bear. A dog house in front is 
waiting to be occupied, which alone 
should scare away any visitor. For 
laughs, there is an outdoor coilec 
marked for junk mail only. 
''I'm an alley rac," Jackson said 
humbly of his creations, which he 
readily acknowledges were mostly 
made from discarded icems found 
in the alley. 
"I've always made something 
our of something I found. I've 
been doing this for 80 years," said 
Jackson, who started delivering 
The (Waukegan) News Sun and 
the long-gone Chicago Daily News 
when he was 12. 
"I started working young because 
my father had a heart problem," 
said Jackson, who will be 94 this 
Thanksgiving. 
He said he never made $5 an 
hour in the decades he worked. 
The employers he recalls included 
the Marshall Field's lace factory in 
Zion, American Mocors and Abbott 
Laboratories. He also served in the 
Army, having been drafted in 1941 
when he was 28. His soldier's pay 
- he remembers it well - was $21 a 
month, when gasoline was jusc 12 
cents a gallon. 
The mosc he said he ever made 
was $4.75 an hour mixing vitamins 
at Abbort, where he worked 21 
years. His starting pay there was 
217 .345.1400 
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$1.20 cents an hour. 
"I've been drawing pension 
from Abbott for 30 years," he said 
of the $154 check he receives every 
month. 
With dividends on his Abbott 
scock and his Social Security 
check plus the rent he collects on 
an upstairs apartment, Jackson, a 
widower who lost his wife, Maxine, 
five years ago, said he gees by. 
Despite having proscace cancer 
and a hip problem and having some 
hearing loss, Jackson appears in 
good health. Asked about his secret 
for longevity, he answered simply, 
"Work." 
"Work is good for you," said 
Jackson, as he showed the patches 
of his vegetable garden of tomatoes, 
peppers and cucumbers. 
Inside, with his per cockatid 
sitting on his shoulder, he proudly 
showed a nest of quail eggs 
incubating under a light. 
"They should hacch in a few 




The Associated Press 
BLOOMINGTON U.S. 
Army Col. Dirk Spanton, 51, 
never understood why people in 
chis central Illinois ciry kepc calling 
him a hero after they learned he 
had terminal cancer. 
"He would say to me, 'What 
am I missing? I didn't do anything. 
I was just doing my job.' And I 
would cell him, 'You were doing a 
hero's job,'" his wife, Julie Spanton, 
said. 
Col. Spanton, who survived 
three tours of duty in Iraq only co 
find out he had just monchs co live, 
died Friday. 
He was diagnosed with cancer 
of the liver bile ducts shortly after 
returning home on Memorial Day 
after his third tour of Iraq, where 
he served a coca! of 32 months with 
che Special Forces. 
"The man didn't complain. He 
just didn't like what he was dealt, 
but he didn't whine or complain. 
He just pushed through the best he 
could," his wife said. 
As he battled the disease, the 
father of five said he fdt lucky, 
despite learning he had just six 
months to live. 
"I could have·gottcn killed while 
I was over there and not gotten co 
say goodbye to my family," Spanton 
said last summer. "This way, I'm 
lucky. How many people get to say 
goodbye co their kids, their wife 
and their family? You don't like the 
short time frame, but it's at least a 
time frame." 
Doctors believe rhe cancer had 
been spreading through Spancon's 
body for a while, but the symptoms 
of the illness were masked by the 
rigors of combat. 
Spanton said he had chalked 
up his sore back and fatigue to 
constantly wearing a 40-pound 
Bak vest and sleeping jusc four co 
six hours a night. 
Spanton served more than 
23 years in che Illinois National 
Guard and U.S. Army Reserve. In 
August, gaunt from chemotherapy, 
he was awarded the Army's Legion 
of Merit Award and Combat 
Action Badge at his home in 
Bloomington, a town of about 
65,000 people. 
Restaurant & Catering 
SLEEP IN 
EAT OUT 
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EVERYDAY 
345-7427 
7th & Madison 
across 7th Street from the 
Uptowner 
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wireless internet ready 
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CITY I FUTUREGEN 
Cities waiting on power news 
Mattoon, Tuscola can 
only stand by until 
news of the final site 
decision comes 
By Adam Testa 
Onfvie News Editor 
Editor's Note: This is the second 
article in a three-part series about 
the FutureGen project and its possible 
impact on the state, nation and 
international community. 
The future of energy may 
find its home in Charleston's 
backyard. 
Mattoon and Tuscola a.re two 
of the fom finalist sites for a new, 
innovative power plant to be built 
by the FutureGen Alliance. 
Local, state and federal 
officials a.re working to improve 
the two Dlinois sites' chances of 
being selected over the other two 
sites, which a.re both located in 
Taa.s. 
"This is not a Mattoon project; 
this is not a Tuscola project. 
This is an Dlinois project,,, said 
Angela Griffin, pJUident of 
Coles Together, the economic 
development organization for 
Coles County. 
The proposed site in Mattoon 
bas many advantages, many of 
which seem from the fcarures of the 
site itself. Griffin said. 
The proposed sice is a square 
plot of land, so it would be able to 
accommodate any design layout the 
FucureGen Alliance plans to use. 
The sice is also near railways chat 
make for easy transportation from 
the site. 
Beneath the proposed site 
lies the Mount Simon sandstone 
formation. This geological 
feature allows for on-site 
sequestration. 
"One of the fearures chac is 
unique of the four finalist sites is 
chac [they] can support on-sice C02 
sequestration, and we don't have co 
pipe the C02 away from the plant 
before we eject it," Griffin said. 
The amenities in Coles County 
also make the site appealing, she 
said. 
These amenities include the 
airport, the hospital and the 
Mattoon school district. 
Another key feature of the 
Mattoon proposal is the use of 
recycled water 
for the plane's 
cooling process. 
"The recycled 
water, we think, 
is a fantastic 
fcarure of our 
proposal," 
Griffin said. 
"We won't have 
co cake any from 





The cicy of Charleston entered an 
agreement with Maccoon to provide 
a portion of the necessary recycled 
water, said Charleston Mayor John 
Inyart. 
"They need 3 million gallons 
of water a day," Inyart said, "but it 
doesn't have to be created water." 
Charleston currently discharges 
over 1 million gallons of efBuent 
water from its wastewater treatment 
plant into a scream, but with the 
new plan, a portion of it will be 
pipelined to Maccoon and the 
FururcGcn Plant, he said. 
Mattoon meets the efBuent 
requirements for 300 days per year, 
and the agreement with Charleston 
will cover the other 65 days. 
"This ensures they're covered 
completely without having to dip 
inco our fresh water supply," Inyart 
said. 
The plane could greatly impact 
the local economy. 
The project estimates the 
employment of 1,300 consrruction 
employees and 150 permanent jobs 
located within the plant, Griffin 
said. 
In addition to job creation, the 
plant will also create several by-
produccs thac can then be used by 
ocher businesses in manufacruring 
and production, she said. 
Local educacional facilities 
will also sec benefit from the 
plant in cerms of research 
opporcunities. 
The other area that will be 
impacted is the tourism industry 
for the area, Griffin said. 
"The tourism impact of people 
coming from all over the world to 
study chis will be tremendous," she 
said. 
Jerry Oliver, a member of the 
FurureGen Alliance, said chat 
whatever cicy receives the plant will 
see a global impact. 
"Ic's going to bring the world 
inco the town," he said. "People all 
around the world will be watching 
this." 
A Political Decision? 
Many people are skeptical of 
Illinois' chance of receiving the bid 
for the final site. One reason people 
think the plant will find its home in 
Tc:xas is because President Bush, a 
Tex.as native, proposed the projccc. 
However, those involved with 
the project believe otherwise. 
"We have been told by the 
Deparancnt of Energy and the 
coalition thac policies has absolutely 
nothing co do with this project," said 
Mattoon Mayor Charlie White. 
"In our estimation, and from 
our experience, the very lase thing 
chis process is, is political," Griffin 
said. 
The Alliance and the Department 
of Energy have too much money 
invested in the project to let policies 
lead the decision, she said. 
"They need to put chis plant 
where it will perform best under all 
circumstances so that they can do 
this somewhere else," she said, "and 
~litics cannot be a factor in chat." 
The Department of Energy and 
FutureGen representatives have 
presented evidence to support 
the non-political decision seance, 
Griffin said. 
Mike Mudd, the CEO of the 
FururcGen Alliance, is from Ohio, 
and neither of the submitted Ohio 
scares made the final four. 
U.S. Senator Robert Byrd, O-
W.Va., supported sites in bis scare, 
and none of their sires were selected, 
she said. 
"So several sites that could have 
had some political backing have 
already been eliminated." 
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Olinger attended Eastern for two 
years and is now a retired farmer. 
He and "(his) wife, Rose, raised one 
daughter and three sons." 
He enjoys bingo, van rides, going 
ouc co eat and entertainment. 
'!he ~enior Queen title was 
accepted by Edna Mandrell who 
was born in Decarur and attended 
Millikin Universicy. Mandrell 
explained chat "My husband (Cecil) 
and I . . . raised one son who had 
three sons, and now I have my first 
granddaughter." 
Her hobbies are shopping, going 
ouc to cat, van rides, parties and 
entertainmcnr. 
Mandrell and Olinger were 
applauded and given gifts from the 
Homecoming CommiccccMcmbers 
in appreciation for accending the 
ceremony. 
Next came the introduction of 
the founeen Prince and Princess 
nominees. Everyone had an escort 
and as they walked up to the stage, 
interesting information about each 
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was announced. 
Nina Ozicdzjnskyj was 
awarded Homecoming Princess 
and Paul Sanders was honored 
with Homecoming Prince. Both 
flashed the audience large smiles as 
Ozicdzinskyj received her tiara and 
Sanders accepced his sash. 
Lase co be announced were the 
King and Queen Candidates. Again 
14 contestants were introduced co 
che audience with some fascinadng 
faces about each. The audience 
roared and jumped to its fccc as 
Sweeney and Shannon Harper 
were announced as EIU's 2006 
Homecoming King and Queen. 
After caking numerous photos with 
friends and family both were still 
dazed with the announcement. 
Sweeney will be involved in all 
of the Greek Weck activities and is 
anticipating being in the parade on 
Sarurday morning. 
Eastern's Homecoming 
Queen, Shannon Harper, a senior 
communications disorder sciences 
major, said she was, "so excited and 
completely shocked. I didn't even 
think I had a chance." Harper had 
a smile on her face stretching from 
car to ear. 
1305 Lincoln Ave 
217-345-6424 
Open for Breakfast 
Weekdays Sam - llam 
Weekends Sam - 12pm 
$. pChicken Lunch ev:1'!r:~:::•Y 
" 2 pieces of chicken $ 7'53 Piece Dinne 
mashed potatoes & Gravy ..;;---- 3 pieces of chicken 
coleslaw • biscuit mashed potatoes & Gra 
coleslaw • 2 biscuits 
FRIDAY FISH SPECIAL 
serving 4-Spm FREE CAKE 
from 4-8 pm 
~/: 25 ALL YOU CAN EAT FRI only 
y{/ • homemade meatloaf served daily (dine in only) 
WORLD'S GREATEST SANDWICH DELIVERY 
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City council could allow votes via speakerphone 
By Chris Essig 
Senio< Qy Reporter 
council member is absent because 
of personal illness, employment 
purposes, or family or ocher 
emergencies, and c) a majority of 
the board is presenc at the meeting. 
For Charleston thac majority is 
three, said Inyart. 
Lincoln Ave., and the lase is a retail 
score at 419 W. Lincoln Ave. Inyart 
could not disclose exactly what che 
retail store was, but said "everyone 
will like ic." 
for expenses relating to "Christmas 
in the Heart of Charleston" which 
is Dec. 2. 
area no longer accommodates areas 
to park. The stop sign outside Wal-
Mart was suggested because of an 
increase in craffic near there, Inyart 
~aid. 
Before coday's city council 
meeting, the council will have a 
closed door session to discuss the 
possible acquisiuon of property. 
While no further information can 
be given at the time, the council 
may choose to make their decision 
public at the council meeting, said 
Mayor John Inyart. 
Five years ago, a large group 
of Charbcon residents retired at 
nearly the same time forcing the 
council to issue a promissory note 
co the state. The money from the 
loan helped with early retirement 
expenses and the council will vote 
to renew those loans. 
The next ordinance on the 
agenda calls for minor changes 
on the procedures the Historic 
Preservation Society takes to identify 
properties of historic value. 
"Tourism funds are raised 
through a hocel and motel tax," 
Inyart said. Anytime you pay for a 
hotel, a portion of chac fee goes into 
the tourism fund. 
The "~elf-fulfilling fund," as 
Inyart described it, helps pay for 
events chat will "bring more tourists 
here." 
The next ordinance on the agenda 
will approve another neighborhood 
co be built in Charleston that is ease 
of campus, on Garfield Serecr. 
"1 imagine they will scan 
(construction) next spring," Inyart 
said. 
The first icern chat the council 
will vote on after the executive 
session will be co adopt a procedure 
chat will allow council members to 
vote even if they can't be present ar 
the meeting. The vote will taken 
via speakerphone and the council 
member muse meet the following 
criteria: a) the council is given 
notice 24 hours in advance, b) the 
The council will chen vote on 
three wning variances. All three 
proposed entities need more room 
for their drive-up windows than 
is allowed by current zoning laws. 
One is a liquor store at 102 Lincoln 
Ave, one is a pharmacy ar 415 W. 
lhe council will then decide if 
Charleston will again issue Single-
Family Mortgage Revenue Bonds, 
an action it has taken eight years 
in a row. The bonds help firsc-
time homebuyers with interest 
rates, mortgage races and provides 
"ass1Scance on payment.and closing 
costs," Inyart said. 
The next resolurion on the agenda 
will allow the city to take money 
out of the tourism funds to help pay 
The council will vote on two 
ordinances: one calls for no parking 
on Second Srreet from Lincoln 
co "just north of Pierce" Avenue 
and the ocher calls for a stop sign 
to be added at the intersection of 
Hawthorne Drive and the entrance 
co Wal-Mart, Inyart said. 
The lase item on the agenda will 
approve a contract with Hance, 
Un & Associates co remodel the 
city hall. Their design will add a 
vestibule that will "bump out to the 
sidewalk," Inyan. 
The vestibule will include cwo 
new doors and a brand new elevator, 
replacing the current, outdated 
one. 
The removal of parking on Second 
Street is a result of construetion; the 
[.1]11111 UWIBI UWIBI [8 for sale 
COSTUME RENTAL for parties Brian's Place n~-ds DJ. 2100 !Advertising Representative 200.1 "awasaki .fliminator 125cc 
and parades-plus wigs, hats, Broadway, Mattoon. 234-4151 Wanted· Fill out application O motorqcle.1,800 miles,6Smpg. 
makeup, beads, gags and gifts 10/18 Studenl Publications Office in Excellent condition $2,200 OBO 
for birthdays and bachelorettes! Now hiring for part time positions Buzzard MUST SELL. Great for getting 
GRAND BALL COSTUMES-609 ideal for srudents. Work 25 00 around on campus. Phone 618-
Sixth Street, Charleston. 12-6 M- hours per ~eek gaining valuable [l 562-3344 
F, 10-2 Sat. 345-2617 communication, customer -...,..,...~--~--10125 
________ 10131 service and sales experience. lost& found 
Fun,professional environment L05t Movie related VHS tape f •' torrent Excellcntpayandbonuspotential To retrieve tape go to Old Main 
Call or come and apply today <l' Room 2010. Like new 2 bedroom mobile 
WORKSHOP: Lost. One Gold Earing. Go to home. $500/month & $500 
campus clips 
LIFESKILLS 
Counseling Center is prCSl~nting 
Stress Management- "Find a 
Happy Place, Find a Happy 
Place• Wednesday, October 18 
at 7:30 p.m. in the MLK Union-
Charleston/Mattoon Room. 
________ 10/17 




Stud<•nt Painters is looking for 
individuals who want to gain 
management experience. Earn 
$8,000-10,000 next summer. 
Must have a good attirude and 
hard work ethic. No experience 
necessary, fully trained. For more 
information call: 888-839-3385 
Visit our website: WWW. 
STUDENTPAINTERS.BIZ 
________ lQ/17 
BARTENDING! Up to $250.i 
day, no experience necessary. 
Training available 800-965-6520 
ext. 239 
Conc;olidated Market response 1s 
a leading area employer of EIU 
students. 
_______ 10119 
Twp Pet.u, Inc., owners ot radio 
stations WCBH·WCRA-WCRC 
located in Effingham, Illinois, 
is seeking a confident. upbeat, 
energetic and qualified individual 
for the position of Receptioni~t. 
Duties include, but are not limited 
to: answering busy phone lines, 
greeting the public, compiling 
sales present,1tions/packages, 
plus general office duties. 
Computer expcnenc e is needed. 
This is a full-time position, 
M-F, with benefits offered 
Interested individuals may 
send a resume to: Mary Phillips 
WCBH/WCRAM'CRC 405 S. 
Banker #201 Ellingham, Illinois 
62401 OR email to: mphilips@ 
cromwellradio.compar 10/20 
GUIT ARINSTRUCTORWANTED 
Apply in person. Sound Source 
Music. 1609 Broadway Mattoon. 
________ 10120 
$.30 per word for the first day 
$. 10 per word for each additional consecutive day 
Non-student Classified Rates 
$.50 per word for the first day 
$.20 per word for each additional consecutive day 
item. 
Lost. Pair of Black Reading 
glasses. Go to Records Office in 
Old Main Rm. 1220. 
LostrStolen: Ocean Blue M1)'.ata. 
12 speed Bike, serial# 4m295204. 
Reward, 345-3144 
L0511Slolen: White lpod Nano 
lost in Rec Center. Please return 
to front desk or call (773) 304-
8959 
~ ~ roommates 
Roomate needed for spring 
semester. Big house w/ fenced 
in backyard, pets welcome, trash 
and lawn service included, male 
or female accepted. Please call 
217-508-4371 or 618-520-1172. 
________ lQ/17 
Wanted one female apartment 
mate. Close to campus, free 
wirel~ internet, pool and 
personal balcony. Avail. Spring 
07. Call (7731562-7882. 
________ lQ/18 
Wanted; one furnished bedroom 
in a residence for a year. call 345-
5456. 
2 or 3 bedroom apartment. 
Available Spring '07. Cheap rent. 
garbage paid, great location. Call 
630-292-8446. 
________ 10/18 
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED: 
Spring 2007 Campus Pointe 
Apartment Second Floor. Conlact 
Erin at (815)735-5888. 
______ 10/18 
Sublessor needed to rent 
bedroom in a 3 bedroom 
apartment Spring 2007. $300/ 
month. Preferably male. Contact 
Bnan 910-964-9262 
-------- 0() 
deposit Includes trash and water 
Call 348-5169. 
________ 10/17 
Available NOW! bedroom 
duplex Garbage and water 
included. S325/month Call 348-
7733 or 512-0334 
_____ 10/17 
Sign-up early acr05s from campus. 
Check them out W\\w.eiu.1pts. 
com 345·2416 
________ 10/19 
NOW AVAILABLE! Small 2 
Bedroom. Garbage, water, and 
parking included. $400/mo. No 
Pets. Broker owned 345-1281 or 
549-5985 
________ 10/24 
DON'T WAIT! LOOK NOW 
FOR FALL 2007. NICE HOMES 
AND APARTMENTS WITH WtD 
LITTEKEN RENTALS. 345-9267 
________ 1on4 
AVAILABLE SPRING 2007 
Duplt·~ For Renl' 321 8th St. 
1 Bedroom, SJ25/month. Call 
708-774-0451 
________ 10126 
SURPRISE vacancy for 1 person. 
1 block to campus. Quiet 
building. Available now or 2nd 
semester. $350 plus elec. 345-
4489, Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, 
Realtor. 
________ 10~1 
PANTHER PADS is renting 
exceptionally nice houses for 
the 2007-2008 school year. 
House5 range in size from 6· 
10 bedrooms, are very well· 
maintained, and only 1 block 
from Lantz. Please check us out 
al www.pantherpads.com or call 
345-3148 for details. 
________ 11117 
OLD TOWNE APARTMENTS: 
1,2, &, 3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE 
TO CAMPUS. 4 LOCATtONS TO 
CHOOSE FROM 345-6533 
_________ 00 
f •' torrent 
Park Place Apartments: 1 unit 
available immediately call for 
details. Contact Jen 348-1479 
_________ oo 
AVAIL IMM£D large apt, 1 or 2 
per<>on Central air, w/d, garage. 
No pets. ,34S-7286 WWW. 
jw1lliam~rentals.com 
_________ oo 
New Four Bedroom Apartml•nts. 
Extremely Clo~ to Campus. 
Acr05s from Lantz. Fully 
fumished.CallTodayforLO\\Ned 
Rates. Grantview Apartments. 
345-3353. 
_________ 00 
Lincolnwood Pinetree has 2&3 
BR Apts. available for second 
semester. Call 345-6000. 
_________ oo 
6 bedroom house close to campus, 
3 bathrooms, 2 living rooms, 
Large Kitchen. Sto\e, refrigerator, 
washer and dryer. Available for 
the 06-07 school year for more 
info www.poteeterentals.com or 
217:345-5088 
_________ 00 
5 bedroom house on 6th Street, 2 
bath. Large bedrooms completely 
remodeled new carpet stove, 
refrigerator. EnclQ<.ed back porch 
and dining room. Available for 
the 06-07 school year for more 
info www.poteererentals.com or 
217-345-5088 
--------- 00 
1430 112 9TH ST. VERY 
AFFORDABLE. 4 BDRM 
UPSTAIRS APARTMENT. 1 112 
BATHS. OFF STREET PARKING. 
NO PETS. 348-8305 
_________ 00 
NOW LEASING FOR SPRING 
TERM 2007. DELUXE 4 
BR. HOUSE ADJACENT TO 
UNIVERSITY AT 1426 7th 
STREET. 348-8406 
_________ oo 
FOR 2007-2008 SCHOOL 
YEAR. VERY NICE 1, 2, 3, 
4, 6, 7, AND 8 BEDROOM 
HOUSES, TOWNHOUSES AND 
APARTMENTS. FOR .MORE 
INFO VISIT US AT MYEIUHOME. 
COM OR CALL US AT 1217)493-
7559 
f •' torrent 
Available No'h 4-5 bedroom 
house, large rooms, 3 decks, 
refrigera1or, stove, washer/ dryer. 
348-9339 
_________ 00 
Available January 07, 2 bedroom, 
1 bathroom apartment. Close to 
campus. $460 tot.11 512-9528 
_________ 00 
AVAILABLE FOR JANUARY! 
House and apartment both 
close to campus rent and lease 
neg011able. 345·6967 
_________ 00 
LADIES CREA T HOUSE FOR 6AT 
1521 I ST STREET 10-MONTH 
LEASE. GREAT QUALITY, 
LOCATION, ANO PRICE. 345-
5048. 
_______ 00 
LADIES CUTE l & 3 BEDROOM 
FURNISHED APARTMENTS 




FALL 2007 5.4,3,2 BEDROOM 
HOUSES. 2 BEDROOM 2 BATH 
APARTMENTS. 348-5032 
_________ 00 
Now leasing for Fall 07'. Wide 
selection of 1.,3 and 4 bd 
houses and apartments W\Vw. 
jbapartments.com 345-6100 
_________ 00 
Spring 07' l bd house, 1609 11th 




3 bedroom apartments, walking 
distance to campus. Sign lease 
in November for 07-08' school 
year. 10% discount on 1st months 
rent.345-3554 
_________ 00 
1 bedroom apartments fro August 
07-08'.PP& W PROPERTIES, 
2 EXCELLENT LOCATIONS; 
1 BLOCK AND 1112 BLOCKS 
NORTH OF OLD MAIN ON 
6TH STREET. 1 OR 2 PERSOS 
LEASES. CENTRAL HEAT,NC 
AND LAUNDRY FACILITIES. 
WATER, TRASH SERVICES 
AND OFF STREET PARKING 
INCLUDED Perfect for serious 
students or couple5.348-
8249,W\\W.(>p\Vrentals.com 
......,.. ...... -----.--,..., 00 
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Amount of energy needed to produce t million BTUs (each symbol represents 100,000 8TUs) 
> Ethanol 
FROM PAGE 1 
John Ferrell, cecbnology lead 
for feedstock and conversion for 
rhe U.S. Department of Energy 
(Office of Biomass Programs), is an 
opponent of Pimentel's findings. 
The main problem wich 
Pimentd's study is chat his research 
was outdated, Ferrell said. 
"His srudy does not recognize 
rhe advances that have been made in 
genetics and corn," Ferrell said. "It is 
much more efficient in terms of rhe 
amount of fossil energy that is used 
per unit of com chat is produced. 
There has been some research 
development since his data was put 
forward." 
million BTUs co produce the same His solution is a simple one-word 
amount of fuel energy in the form answer. 
of gasoline. "Conservation," he said. 
Pimencel's numbers differ &om Pimentel has also offered ways of 
Wang's figures. 
The production of one million 
BTUs of ethanol requires 1.29 
million BTUs of energy from corn 
production, his study said. 
In his study, Wang addresses rhe 
possible reason for the discrepancy 
in rhe figures. 
"Some of the confusion arises 
over the fact chat some of the total 
(not fossil or petroleum) energy 
used in the production is 'free' solar 
energy used co grow the com in the 
first place," the study said. 
Wang recognizes rhar if solar 
inputs were included, ic would take 
between 1.5 and cwo BTUs of energy 
co create one BTU of ethanol. 
"But since the solar energy 
encouraging conservation. 
"Reducing the speed limit, as 
President Career did, from 65 to 55, 
will save you 20 percent of our total 
liquid fuel consumption," Pimentel 
said. 
Another possible alternative co 
the use of ethanol is finding other 
· energy sources, such as converting 
coal, Pimentel said. 
Ocher countries in the world, 
especially several South American 
countries, have become energy 
independent by generating new 
sources of energy. In South America, 
coal is being convened into gasoline 
and diesel, Pimentel said. Research 
has also begun on chis process in the 


















Pimentel defends his seance 
on using his research, which was 
collected over 20 years ago. is free, renewable and ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
"I chink rhe crends are rhe same," 
he said. "Now the daca has changed, 
rhat is, how we produce corn and the 
inputs that go into it have changed, 
but the conclusions are the same." 
environmentally benign, 
we shouldn't care," he BOONDOCKS I AARON McGRUDER 
said. 
Pimentel's study also claims chat 
studies indicating a positive rerum 
did not include many variables. 
Other Solutions 
Research into fuel 
alternatives will continue 
ro become more prevalent, 
as the use of oil is projected 
to peak between 2007 and 
20 l 0, Pimentel said. After 
chac, the supply is projected 
co be limited for 40 co 50 
years. 
"Ir is disappointing chat many of 
rhe inputs were omitted because chis 
misleads U.S. policy makers and the 
public," Pimentd's study says. 
Comparing Numbers 
Comparison of energy returns is 
done by determining the amount of 
energy, measured in British Thermal 
Units, required to produce 1 million 
BTUs of fuel or ethanol. 
Cellulose, which is a 
chemical found in the cell 
wall of green plants like corn 
stalks, is the best-known 
possible source for ethanol. 
Research is currencly being 
conducted in chis area, 
Ferrell said. Cellulose 
requires one-tenth of one 
million BTUs to produce 
the one million of ethanol. 
Ferrell referenced study 
conducted by Michael Wang of 
Argonne National Laboratory in 
2005 to explain the difference in 
energy rerums for gasoline and 
ethanol. 
Corn ethanol, which is a mid-
grade ethanol source, requires 
almost three-quarters of one million 
BTUs of energy co produce one 
million BTUs of ethanol, according 
to rhe study. Crude oil requires 1.23 
"Thar's a long term 
future," he said. 
However, Pimentel does 
not think char echanol 
from any source is rhe best 
solution co the oil problem. 
» Hollywood 
FROM PAGE 1 
Poulter will moderate the 
discussion, which he has been 
planning for four months. 
Gire will discuss film 
criticism and how modem 
technology has allowed anyone 
to call themselves a film critic, 
without rece1V1ng proper 
training. Ryan will discuss how 
Hollywood is perceived to be 
un-Americ:m because it asks 
questions about chings chat are 
not always pleasant, and Rodgers 
will discuss independent films, 
Poulter said. 
"Some people chink 
Hollywood assaults American 
values," Poulter said. '"Tfus panel 
will ask if chis is true, is it un-
American to ask questions?" 
Poulter caught Ryan and 
Rodgers while they were 
journalism undergraduates ar 
Eastern. 
All three men have made rhe 
mosr of their education. Rodgers 
wrote for the Chicago Tribum, 
Zap2it.com and worked as a 
publicist for the Sundance Film 
Festival and currently runs the 
RiverRun Internacional Film 
Festival in Winston Salem, N. 
C., while working as an adjunct 
professor in the film deparrmem 
at the North Carolina School of 
the Arcs. 
Ryan was previously the 
director of development at New 
Line Cinema and is currently 
in charge of acquisitions, 
development and production 
of feature films at M1V studios 
and currently reaches classes 
in producing, genre and story 
design at UCLA. Gire serves as 
president of the Chicago Film 
Critics Association and has 
worked as a film critic at the Daily 
Herald for more than 30 years 
and serves as an adjunct faculty 
member at William Rainey 
Harpers College's English and 
journalism departments. 
Eastern President Lou 
Hencken said that these alums 
coming back to the university 
will show students char anyching 
is possible. 
These alumni say to students, 
"I went co Eastern Illinois 
University and chis is whac I 
have accomplished," Hencken 
said. "These three in particular 
will make a presentation to 
students who will hopefully 
chink, 'here are three successful 
people who were sitting where I 
am just a few years ago."' 
In addition co showing 
students anyching is possible, 
the panelists are down to earth. 
"They are all self depreciating 
and very humble, they approach 
everything with no ego," Poulter 
said. "Hopefully students will 
come and have the nerve to ask 
good questions." 
"Hollywood Jihad: rhe War 
on American Values," a panel 
discussion, will rake place at 
7 p.m., Thursday in Lumpkin 
Hall auditorium. 
The panel is free and open co 
the public. 
Wat. _ lHERE ARE WORSE 
NAMES YOU COULt> llAl/E 
QlOSEN. I AIN'T MAt> _ 
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NEW YORK TIMES CROSSWORD PUZZLE I EDITED BY WILL SHORTZ 
ACROSS 32 Faithful servant 52 Swarm 2 3 4 
1 Not a hologram, 
say 
5 First mate? 
9 Somewhat, 
slangily 
14 Kind of clef 
15 Whittle (down) 
16 Fiery feeling 
17 "There's a call 
for you, Mr. 
Gates" 
19 Talk big 
20 Swatch rival 
21 Rummy 
22 In tune 
23 Milk, on an Rx 
25 Garbage boat 
27 "Calm down, 
Mr. Wahlberg" 
in "Otello" 
36 !nits. on a telly 
37 Mick Jagger 
and fellas, with 
"the" 
39 Singer k. d. _ 
40 Sufficient, 
infonTlally 
42 Blackens, in a 
way 
43 Suffix with 
electro-
44 Hart family 
sitcom 
45 Build up, as a 
river's edge 
47 Coffee holder 
48 In poor taste 
50 "Get out of 
the chair, Mr. 
Boone• 
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 
54 Trial lawyer's 
advice 
55 TV doctor 
58 Part of F.W.1.W. 
61 Popular 
exercise system 
65 One way to read 
66 "Clean up, Mr. 
Stewart" 
68 Bing Crosby's 
record label 
69 Toledo's lake 
70 Event not run in 
the Olympics 
71 Sausage flavor 
72 Hold sway 






1 Fully absorbed 12 One tablespoon, 
2 K-12 e.g. 
3 Positron's place 
4 Unfriended 
5 P.O. alert 
6 Honoree's place 
13 A bit pretentious 
18 Boards, e.g. 
24 Colorful marble 
26 Some corporate 
7 A Guthrie planes 
8 Tums to mush 
9 Comic book 
blast 
27 Critic Roger 
28 Capp lad 
_.,. ........ _,_4 10 "Press on, Mr. 29 Look at coral 
reefs, maybe Smith" 
lllAT IS, U~l SOMEONE 
<OMPl.AINS, lllEY TEAR lHE SIGN 
t>OWN, ANt> HAUL YOUR SILLY IJEHINt> 
OFF TO JAIL F-OR lHIS FOO.ISHNESS. 
10 11 12 13 
30 Part of an 53 Silas Marner, 
accusation in e.g. 
the game Clue 
55 Rolls of dough 
31 Old TV features 
33 Simple two- 56 Boron or 
pointer bohrium: Abbr. 
34 The "I" in IUD 57 Bats 
35 Cut taker 59 Drive-_ 
38 Louisiana ou 
Flo ride 60 Potter's buy 
41 "At once, Mr. 62 Land of poetry 
Owens" 
46 Coach Rockne 63 Typeface option 
49 Prime time 64 Sapphic works 
51 "Alas!" 67 Minuscule 
W sports 
WOMEN'S SOCCER I NOTEBOOK 
ERIC HILTIIEB ( THE DAILY EASTERJI llEWS 
Freshman midfielder Laura Ridolfi takes a shot on goal during Friday's shutout against Eastern Kentucky. The 
Panthers won 3-0 including the first collegiate goal of sophomore Pam Melinauskas's collegiate career. 
Panthers play ranked teams 
No. 15 Samford awaits 
Panthers Friday night 
By Kevin Murphy 
Staff Bepor ter 
Eastern has played against No. 
13 Wright Scace and No. 15 Loyola 
(Chicago) in the Great Lakes 
region, according co Soccerbuu.. 
com. 1he Panthers will now play 
the No. 15 team in the Southeast 
Region. Samford, on Friday in 
Birmingham, Ala. 
The Panthers defeated Loyola 
(Chicago) 2-1 in overtime ae 
Lakeside Field on Sepe. 3. 
"They're all very good teams," 
said Ea.seem head coach Tim 
Nowak. 
The Panthers losr 4-2 ac Wrighr 
Scace on Sepe. 15. 
"And we like to challenge 
ourselves during che non-conference 
schedule," Nowak said. "We have a 
loc of experience on playing cough 
opponents. 
"It's going to help us when we go 
down co Samford." 
Panthers on the sidelines 
Currently, freshman defender 
Cassie Shear and junior forward 
Kathleen Hayes are unable co play 
for separate reasons. 
Shear has mononucleosis and 
has not played in rhe last chree 
games. Hayes bas a boor case on her 
left foot. 
"Kathleen bas a hie of strain in 
her foot," Nowak said. "So we are 
just being pretty cautious. We've 
had her in a boot. We'll do the besr 
co get her prepared for the resr of 
the season. We're taking ie one day 
ar a time and see how it progre~es. 
She's a rough kid. 
"She'll go our on there on one 
foot if we !er her." 
A lot of firsts on Friday 
Sophomore forward Pam 
Melinauskas recorded lier first 
collegiate goal in Friday's 3-0 win 
against Easrem Kenrucky. 
"I was excited for che first 
collegiate (goal)," Mclinauska.s said. 
Melinauskas scored in the 13th 
minute, giving Eastern an early 1-0 
lead. 
Melinauskas has played in 
five games and has started three 
consccurive games. 
She has seen limited rime chis 
year because of an ankle injury 
sustained before the season. 
·'She's worked tremendously to 
gee there, into game shape, worked 
hard through her injury," Nowak 
said. "A lot of players conrribured 
on che play of her goal. She did 
a good job co finish it. Ir' always 
exciting for players co ger their first 
career goal." 
Senior Kri.sry DeClark also 
recorded her firsr career assist of the 
year on Friday. 
"It was surreal," DeClark said. 
"Ir was an amazing moment for me. 
I just put mv body out chere." 
Offense can't find back of net 
On Sunday, the Panthers were 
unable co score despite nine of 23 
shoes on goal. 
"It's mental;· said senior 
midfielder Trisha Walter. "We've 
goc co put our picture in our heads 
and finish ic. lc's something we gor 
co keep doing." 
Panthers shutout opponents 
The Panthers have nor allowed a 
goal in more chan 350 minutes. 
Eastern gave up a goal in an Occ. 
6 1-1 rie ac Tennessee Tech. 
Freshman goalkeeper Jenny 
Williams has posccd three 
consecutive shuroucs. 
"She continues to step up," said 
junior forward Kellie Floyd. "Each 
game she gees better and better. 
"Awesome for a freshman, 
really." 
East.em Illinois University 
Doughnuts Are On Sale in the 
UNIVERSITY UNION PANTHER PANTRY 
DON'T MISS OUT!! 
$5.00 Per Dozen 
$2.50 Half Dozen 
45~ Single Donut 
Great Low Prices!!! 
100 Dozen 
Krispy Kreme Doughnuts 
EVERY THURSDAY 111.lm 
Call 581-3616 
to place your order 
.. ,. .. 
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n Football 
FROM PAGE 12 
"I'm kind of sore all over." 
Seymour is expected co play 
chis Saturday when Eastern hoses 
Murray Scace in irs Homecoming 
game. 
Easrern sophomore defensive 
end Pierre Walters was also helped 
off the field afrer chat play. 
As Seymour limped off, ocher 
members of che Eastern training 
staff were rending co Walters at 
midfield. "" 
Walters, who had four sacks in 
the fuse four games chis season but 
has nor had any in che lase chrec 
games, was wearing a protective 
boot on his right leg following che 
game. 
Defensive coordinator Roe 
Bellantoni said chat both Seymour 
and Walters were limping around 
the football offic~ on Sunday, but 
not severely. 
"The trainer was optimistic hue 
we won't know until lacer in che 
week," Bellantoni said. 
Minor injuries have been a 
common theme for Eastern all 
season long, from linebacker 
Clint Sellers' injury on the sea.son-
opening kickoff ro Ryan Voss 
nursing a shoulder injury since 
rbe Sepe. 9 game again.st lndiana 
Scare. 
"I've just become numb co 
ic co be honest," said Bellantoni 
about che various Panther injuries. 
"Another day, someone else goes 
down and someone else seeps up." 
Despite che victory, Eastern 
dropped one spor in che Spores 
Necwork Top 25 I-AA Football 
Poll. 
A spot above Eastern is OVC 
rival Tennessee-Martin. 
Marcin is coming off a bye week 
and plays Saturday ar Tennessee 
Tech. 
Illinois Scace moved up cwo 
spOC!> co No. 3 afrer beating 
Sou chem Illinois 37-10. 
The Salukis dropped six spors 
from No. seven co No. 13. 
The Panthers and Skyhawks 
meer on Oct. 28 in Marrin, Tenn., 
in a game char might derermine 
who wins rhe conference. 
"I don't chink it really means 
anything co the team what we're 
ranked," Seymour said. 
Bellanconi agrees. The defensive 
coordinator was unaware of where 
Easrern stood in che polls when 
informed Monday. 
"I don't really pay anention co 
it ac chis point," he said . 
SPORl'S IE1WORI 
TOP 25 l·AA 
FOOTIAll POU. 
TUESDAY'S HOMECOMING EVENTS 




FREE Movie Night at Will Rogers 
Charleston Square 
U~omin11 Events 
Wednesday: <lpm TV Land Jeopardy & 6pm The Datlna Game 
Thursday: 9pm "Yell Like Hell" & Who wants to be a mascot? 
Fnday: 8pm Pep Rally with Dennis Haskins aka wMr. Belding" 
PARTME'1f TS 
Rentin9 for Eall 2007 
3 Bedroom '.Apartments 
- New Qarpet - New Furinitur:e 
- Free Parking - lncluaes Tras 
IOse to Campus - Great Rent Rates 
For Info Call Beck at 345-0936 
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VOLLEYBALL I 13-GAME LOSING STREAK 
Eastern needs to finish games 
Panthers have been unable 
to play complete games 
By Adam larck 
Staff Reporter 
Before their last non-conference 
tournamenr, rhe Panthers were 5-2. 
Thar fifth win would be the lase macch 
victory the Panthers have seen this year. 
Eastern is currently on a 13-game 
losing streak, che longest sueak since 
joining Division I in 1982. The previous 
streak was 12 losses in 2002. 
"\X'eU, the lase rournamenr was very 
rough, playing Norchwescem, Piccsburgh. 
and Arizona." said head coach Lori 
Bennett abour rhe coumamenc in mid-
September. "Our inrenc going inco that 
weekend was just co get better and play 
at a higher level and chat's cxacdy what 
happened. Since then we've just been 
failing to fini ,h. ' 
Bennett attributed this to unforced 
errors because of a lack of experience. 
• "We've got a lot of young players on 
the courr so they're making adjusrmenrs, 
getting used co handling more of the 
responsibility ch:u they haven't had in the 
pasc," she said. 
Junior outside hitter Eliza Zwetder 
said the current slump is because the 
ream has not been able to play a complete 
game together. 
She said the team just has co not let 
down and play steady throughout the 
game. 
"Once we start playing a complerc 
game and complete macch we'll scan 
winning matches," Zwectler said. 
The current screak has been plagued 
with error~. boch attack .ind service. 
While the Panthers have had more 
kills than their opponents combined, 
they have also had 140 more errors. 
Anorhcr problem plaguing Eastern 
has been its services. The Panthers had 
been working throughout preseason 
practices on changing their serve to a 
jump serve and looked strong through 
non-conference play. 
Now, with the firsc half of the season 
done, the Panthers have had 134 aces, 
but 201 errors, some of which have come 
at crucial times in the match. 
"It's just chat they're making too many 
errors, and a lot of chem arc coming at 
the end of che game after we fight pretty 
hard for most of ic," Bennett said. 
'Ihe Panthers scarted off on a 3·0 start, 
the first 3·0 scare since 1997. 
The five non-conference teams Eastern 
beat, though, have combined for only 24. 
wins, with each ream having berween 
four and sLx. Benneu said the non-
conference reams Eastern played might 
have been weaker than what the Ohio 
Valley Conference has been chis year. 
"South Alabama and Stetson, we won 
both of chose 3-0," she said. "'!hose were 
reams that didn't compete against us." 
The Panthers are already in the second 
half of the season, with eight marches 
left. 
Scarring this Friday against ninch-
place Samford, Eastern has five home 
matches in a row. The Panthers also 
play Austin Peay on Oct. 27. The Lady 
Governors are in tench place, one spot 
ahead of Eascem. 
To complemenr the lower teams 
though, the Panthers will have co play 
first-place Jacksonville Scare Sacurday 
H Hussey Ben will be playing in the singles and doubles rounds. 
FROM PAGE 12 The singles marches will 
be held in single elimination 
knockout form. 
Ben will be the only player on "Singles is definitely my 
cheU.5.ceamaccendingtheJunior favorice:· Ben said. "I don'c play 
World Championships from che doubles enough co gee enough 
Midwest region. The ocher nine practice. I like the fitness side, I 
are from California. There will be like che running. Doubles also has 
32 countries represented. more of an accacking technique; 
The cournamenc will be held 1 have more of an offensive 
Nov. 2-11 in Inchon, South scracegy." 
Korea, near Seoul. The future of Ben's badminton 
The U.S. team consists of career has dreams of an Olympic 
five girls and five boys that will invite. 
participate in singles, doubles and "My goal is to go co the 
mixed marches. Olympics," Ben said. "Ir's what 
"lc's exciting;' Ben said. "Ir's I'm shooting for. To figure it out 
a good opportunity for me. Ic's a I have co get into a mindset. Ir's a 
big tournament; ic will be a good four-year deal; if I want co go in 
experience." 2012, 1 have ro scare in 2008 wich 
Training for the cournarm:m my uaiuiug and touring to start 
requires Ben co hie the birdie 100 building ranking points." 
times without messing up a shoe. "He's got co go quire a ways," 
"I hope co do my best," he said. Kevin Hussey said. "Can ic 
"I will hopefully y,in some rounds happen? It can, you jusc have co 
and see where it goes from there. look at the next level and rake it 
There are a lot of countries." one year at a rime." 
The teams will not have a Joe of ' Next year Ben will be 
down time in South Korea. competing in the adulc division, 
Kevin will serve as the coach which he and his father chink he 
of the U.S. ccam. He is a member can win. 
of the USA Badminton Coaching "He has co scarr couring and 
Committee. building points," Kevin Hussey 
As a player Kevin Hussey said. 
cravded to Canada in 1985 and Ben has played in internacional 
Beijing. China, in 1987 for World cournaments before, bur this is che 
Championships. first time leaving the country. 
The be:.c he finished was fifth "All che international 
in the singles rournamenc. tournaments I've been in so far 
He also traveled co New have been here (America)," he 
Zealand in I 984 as part of a said. 
training crip. USA Badminton is only able ro 
In Souch Korea, Kevin Hussey's offer partial funding co the Hussey 
strategy will be ro allow his players family for crave! cxpensses. 
to enter into coumamencs they However, the Eastern Illinois 
know they could win. Badminron Club will be accepting 
"We will enter people in the donations co send Ben and his 
matches chey have a chance at father to South Korea. 
winning, if we know we can't win Anyone with questions can 
a match we will put the athlete contact John Mclnerney at 58 l-
Wlth th~ best chance ·m;·ne said'. - • 7177. -
RESULTS DURING PANTHERS' 
13-GAME LOSING STREAK 
HOME GAMES IN BOLD 




IWIOIS-CHICAGO L 3-1 
MURRAY STATE L 3-1 
TElllESSEE-MARTlll L3-1 
MOREHEAD STATE L3-1 
EASTERN KENTUCKY L3-1 
SOUTHEAST MISSOURI Ll-1 
TEllESSEE TECH L 3-Z 
TENNESSEE-MARTIN L 3-1 
MURRAY STATE L3-0 
night and chen travel there for the next 
to the lase game. 
"I chink all the reams in our conference 
chis year are stronger than last year, which 
is a great siruarion really because you 
wane to have co go out every day and play 
well co win," Bennett said. 
These next eight matches could decide 
if the Panthers will make it into the 
conference tournaments chis year or nor. 
Only the cop six teams in the 11-ccam 
conference compete in the coumamenc. 
Zwectlcr said she thinks the team is 
not our of chc running for the posrseason 
coumamenr. 
"I chink it's possible," Zwectler said. 
"Each game we feel like we're getting 
closer co where we need co be. I chink if 
we win one match we'll turn ir around.'' 
» Daniels 
FROM PAGE 12 
A conference tide is a good goal for the Panthers 
co have. Especially considering they didn't come away 
from their non-conference schedule unscathed. 
Eascern's non-conference schedUle has co rank in che 
cop 10 in I-AA. Noc only did rhe Panthers gee their one 
guaranteed money game against a I-A school, Eastern 
played two I-A teams. 
And for che first half, had che block I ac IJlinois 
concerned abouc an upscc. 
Eascern's 14-point loss ac Illinois Scace is· not 
indicative of how they played. ISU is now ranked third 
in the nation after dismantling Southern Illinois ac 
Carbondale 37-10 Saturday. 
One has ro wonder what an Eascern-Illinois Scace 
game would be like now in mid-October. 
Eastern's quarterback situation is seeded and Cole 
Stinson appears to be the scarcer the rest of chc season. 
But an OVC championship should nor be Eastem's 
ulcim;He goal. And it's not. In che media guide and on 
game day programs, che ream's slogan" From Champaign 
co Chananooga" is usually on every page. 
And wich the brutal non-conference stretch this ceam 
has faced, noc co mention all the adversity (head coach 
Bob Spoo's absence, Sellers' injury and minor injuries at 
some point to almost every scarcer), che Panthers have 
to win our co make the playoffs. 
A 7-4 record is not going ro earn an at-large bid. 
Case m point: In 2005, Illinois Seate finished 7-
4, beat No. I SIUC handily, but had three Gaceway 
Conference losses. Right now, Eastern already has three 
losses and the way the OVC is shaping up, if a team 
lo~es one conference game, it scill has a chance ac the 
league title. 
But Eascern's goals arc beyond a league ciclc. Ir's 
about playing deep in December and advancing farther 
than any Eastern ream has in I-AA. 
The sloppy cackling and inability co finish a ream 
off (there's no way char EKU should have come back 
after the Panthers were up 28-0) have co be stopped. If 
chey don't, Eastern will gcr away with making mistakes 
in the OVC and win the league, but a firsc-round 
disappointment in the playoffs is bound co happen. 
The Japan Exchange and Teaching Program 
• Teach English to Japanese youth in the public schools 
• Work in local government offices 
• Experience Japanese culture 
• Goin international experience 
JET offers: year-long paid positions, roundtrip oir 
ti:onsportotion to Jopon, health insurance, training 
ond more! 
Application deadline: December 4, 2006 
For more information or to apply on-line, visit our 
website, www.us.emb-japan.go.jp. 
board 
PANTHER SPORTS SCHEDULE 
WOMEN'S GOLF 
TodaJ at UMKC Invitational I 
Kansas City, Mo. 
SWIMMING 
FridaJ vs. IUPUI I 5 p.m. 
Lantz Natatorium 
VOll.fYBAU. 
FridaJ vs. Samford I 6 p.m. 
Lantz Arena 
WOMEN'S SOCCER 
FridaJ at Saaford I 7 p.m. 
Birmingham, Ala. 
FOOTBALL 
SaturdaJ vs. Murra1 State I 
1 :30 p.m. O'Brien Stadium 
RUGBY 
SaturdaJ vs. Indiana I 4:30 p.m. 
lakeside Rugby Field 




This is Eastern football's chance 
co go deep in the 1-M playoffs. 
All the personnel arc there this 
season that have been lacking in 
the lase five years. 
The Panthers have one of the 
besc running backs in the country 
(Vincent Webb Jr.), one of the 
best wide receivers (Micah Rucker) 
and one of the most experienced 
offensive lines (senjors Eric Johnson, 
Jon Reucer and Steve Sobolewski, 
and juniors Drew Cairo-Gross and 
Anthony Rubican). 
Defensively, linebackers Donald 
Thomas, Lucius Seymour and Matt 
Westrick have improved their play 
and have had co do so because of 
the loss of Cline Sellers. 
The secondary has looked the 
weakest of any of the units on the 
ccam, but still has experience with 
seniors Tristan Burge, Ben Brown, 
Terrance Sanders and B.J. Brown 
back there. 
And Eastern won its first chree 
Ohio Valley Conference games, is 
ranked in the cop 15 in the country 
and beat prcscason conference 
favorite Eastern Kentucky on the 
road. 
But there's still room for the 
Panthers to improve. 
Right now, Eastern can win out 
against the remainder of the OVC 
teams. They control their own 
destiny, just like they did lase year. 
Bue the difference between 
this season and last season is that 
Eastern is better this year. 
» SEE DANIELS 
PAGE 11 
Matt Daniels IS a Junior journalism 
major. He can be reached at 
mwdaniels@eiu.edu. 
BIK HILTIEI I 1llE DAILY WTElll llDS 
Freshman Ben Hussey returns a volley while practicing Friday afternoon in the Student Recreation Center. The Charleston native practices eight 
hours per week and can hit a serve 170 mph. The Eastern Badminton Club meets Tuesday and Thursday nights in the Rec. 
·Like fat her like son 
Third generation badminton player trained by his father, grandfather started club at Eastern 
Shane Evans 
Staff Reporter 
Ben Hussey trusts his trainer's 
technique and skills. 
He knows it works because he 
knows his trainer well. 
Ben's trainer is his dad. 
Ben has been playing 
badminton with his father, Kevin 
Hussey since he was 10 years old . 
"It cook about five years before 
I was able to beat my dad at 
badminton," Ben said. 
"Badmincon camp gave me 
another output, but most came 
from my dad. I learned some rips 
from cowing, but my style from 
my dad." 
Ben said his style is to keep the 
birdie in play as long as possible 
co wear his opponents down. 
The scylc he uses is primarily 
defensive. 
Ben would wacch his dad play 
FOOTBAll I INJURY UPDATE 
ac cournamenrs when he was 
younger and played with him 
between matches when no one 
was on the court. 
Ben's father, however, was not 
the first in the family co pick up 
the game of badminton. 
Ben's grandfather scarred 
playing badminton in college and 
when he came co Eastern he started 
the Eastern Illinois Badminton 
Club for anybody co join. 
The club meets Tuesday and 
Thursday nights and players arc 
welcome co pay co play for only 
one session or can pay a set fee to 
play all semester. The fee pays for 
the shuccles. 
Ben practices eighc hours a 
week on the court and occasionally 
runs, but he has no ser schedule 
for cross training. 
"I do weights Tuesday and 
Thursday," Ben said. "I mostly 
focus on my legs, I need more leg 
srrength." 
Although Ben dedicates a loc 
of his time to badminton, he 
still attends classes as a physical 
education major with the intent 
of becoming a physical education 
teacher and coaching badmi.ncon. 
"Hopefully ic ends up working 
out where I can keep playing," he 
said. 
Being at such a high skill lcvd, 
Ben often has difficulties 6nding 
someone co train with that can 
challenge him to improve his 
skills. When Ben trains locally he 
usually plays two on one. 
In high school, Ben was forced 
co become a badminton player 
playing tennis because his high 
school didn't have a badminton 
team. 
"I like playing badminton 
better, I've been playing ic longer," 
Ben said. "lc's quicker. I like the 
fimess level I play ac bcccer, maybe 
because I'm more skilled in it 
(badminton)." 
Although ic may be tough for 
Ben co 6nd somcbne co train with 
he isn't suffering in his game. 
"He can smash the bird at 
about 170 mph," Kevin Hussey 
said. 
Ben looks forward to 
tournaments t<> 6nd players co 
challenge him. 
''I'm looking forward to 
the opportunity co rravd and 
practice," Ben said. "It's cough in 
the Midwest, there's not a large 
population of badmincon players. 
I gee a loc of my training through 
traveling." 
Mose badmincon players come 
ouc of California. 
"California is the densest 
population of juniors and adults," 
Ben said. 
H SEE HUSSEY, PAGE 11 
Seymour injured after interception 
Linebacker pulls groin after 
decisive pick, Walters also 
injured following·win at EKU 
BJ Matt Daniels 
Sports Edrtor 
Eastern Kentucky was in Panther territory 
with under cwo minutes co go in the fourth 
quarter Saturday and losing by seven points. 
EKU quarterback Josh Greco had already 
compleced 4 of 7 passes chat drove the Colonels 
from cheir own s.ix-yard line co the Panthers 
44-yard line, including a pass on third and 12 
and on fourth and 4. 
Greco lined up in a shotgun formarion, 
scanned the field for a Colonel receiver and 
threw. 
Greco, who threw an interception on his 
fuse pass of the game, ended up throwing his 
lase pass to an EIU defender also. 
Senior linebacker Lucius Seymour's fourth-
quarcer interception scaled Saturday's 28-21 
win. 
Seymour said he read Greco's eyes and saw 
that the play was similar co a play EKU had 
previously run on the drive. 
"I was just looking ac his eyes, looking 
where he threw ic," said Seymour, who was 
named the Ohio Valley Conference's defensive 
JAY GIAllEC I THE DAlLJ EASTBll 11£1$ 
Senior linebacker Lucius Seymour is helped off the field after pulling his groin after making an 
interception at Eastern Kentucky Oil Saturday afternoon. 
player of the week for the second straight week 
Monday. 
Greco's throw hie Seymour right in the 
hands and he returned che ball 22 yards before 
being cackled. Seymour was slow co gee off 
chc field and had co be helped off by Eastern's 
training scalf. 
"I messed my groin up a bit," Seymour said. 
H SEE FOOTBALL, PAGE 10 
